Abstract. "Proof by knowledge authentication techniques" include traditional text passwords, visual passwords and graphical passwords. The paper compares these three techniques using an experiment. A total of 100 users participated in the experiment. After getting informed about the new authentication methods, users created their own text, visual and graphical passwords. Then they tried to confirm them correctly and finally they answered in a comprehensive questionnaire that we have created. Analysing those data, we concluded that the text passwords that were created are predictable and very vulnerable to attacks. Visual passwords attracted users very much, especially those that are over 45 years old, although the passwords that they made are really easy to be cracked. Graphical passwords did not impress very much many of the users and especially men, at the beginning of the process. However, at the end they were characterized as a very friendly method, mostly from women. Furthermore, the created graphical passwords were difficult, memorable and above all very safe.
Introduction
This paper focuses on the authentication problem, which is the process of confirming or not the user's identity. According to Jansen (2003) authentication techniques are separated into tree different categories:
• Proof by knowledge -techniques based on specific information that an individual has. If the user gives this information then he takes the right to enter the system (e.g. PIN, text-passwords).
• Proof by property -techniques based on a certain property that the user has and which can confirm his identity (e.g. fingerprint verification, voice verification, iris scanning).
• Proof by possession -techniques based on the possession of an object that an individual has. If the user gives the object, then he confirms his identity and enters the system (e.g. smart cards, digital certificates).
Nowadays, the most widespread authentication techniques are PIN and text-passwords, which are proof by knowledge techniques. Besnard et al (2004) presented passwords as the main threat in the security mechanism, as users cannot remember easily their passwords and need external memories. Moreover, users rarely choose passwords that are both hard to guess and easy to remember (Davies, 2005) . As a result, passwords are often badly selected and therefore more easily guessed or cracked, forgotten, written down, shared with others, infrequently changed and kept the same for multiple systems. To show the severity of the problem, a security team in a large company cracked and identified about 80% of the passwords (Gilhooly, 2005) . Also, Klein (1990) reported that 25% of 14000 passwords were cracked using a dictionary of only 3 million words. So, we can assume that these methods have become very unsafe. Despite their popularity, it is obvious that text passwords and PINs can cause serious problems to the users, which are summarized below:
• People choose passwords that are short in length, or easy to remember • Many times, people write passwords down, or share them with others, in order not to forget them • They use the same, or almost the same passwords for different applications • Text passwords are very vulnerable to "dictionary attacks". Because of the difficulty in remembering random characters in order to create a memorable and safe text passwords, many users tend to choose a common word, name, or date. Unfortunately, several tools have been constructed that automatically crack those passwords, by checking all those words that are frequently used, and are in the dictionary.
Visual and Graphical Passwords
Considering the previously mentioned problems which make text passwords really unsafe and dangerous, researchers not only tried to find smart methods to create safe text passwords (Yan et al., 2004) , but also invented visual and graphical passwords. Both have a lot of advantages that help users get over these problems (Angeli et al., 2005; Bolande, 2000; Suo et al., 2005 ):
• It is much easier for someone to remember pictures than a sequence of characters • Pictures are independent from the language of each user • Especially in graphical passwords, password space is very large • Dictionary attacks are infeasible, as corresponding dictionaries do not exist yet, and it is very difficult to be constructed considering the large password space • As a result automated attacks are very difficult to take place.
However, as Renaud and De Angeli (2004) refer, the main disadvantage that visual and graphical passwords have is the shoulder surfing problem. The shoulder surfing problem is when someone is watching over user's shoulders, during the login process (Sobrado and Birget, 2002; Tari et al., 2006) . For example, this may happen when someone observes the keyboard in an ATM machine, when the user enters his PIN number. So, even if visual and graphical passwords are very hard to be guessed, a person who observes the login process may figure out the personal password. Next, let describe these new visual and graphical passwords.
Visual Passwords
Visual passwords refer to passwords that are created by selecting a sequence of pictures. Instead of remembering a sequence of numbers, characters or even symbols, users must remember a sequence of images (Jansen, 2003; Perrig and Song, 1999) . Based on this idea, there was developed a number of commercial products that we will refer in the text below.
Real User Corporation developed a product named "Passfaces" (Real User Corporation, 2006; Renaud and De Angeli, 2004) , where the user must select four images of human faces, in a specific order, from a database, as his secret password. Similar to this is "Story Scheme" (Davies at al., 2004) . The only difference is that the images are not just human faces, but also everyday objects, animals, food, sports, cars. Dhamija and Perrig developed "Déjà Vu" Scheme (Dhamija and Perrig, 2000) , where the user creates his "image portfolio", by selecting a set of p images out of a larger set. During the login process, the user has to recognize the images that belong to his portfolio and click on them. The images here are based on Bauer's (1998) Random Art which can generate random abstract images, based on an initial seed. Jansen et al. (2003 Jansen et al. ( , 2006 developed "Picture Password" where images are grouped into different categories according to their theme and the user has to choose one of these themes and afterwards a sequence of images from this theme. "Passlogix" (Passlogix, 2006) is based on Blonder's (1995) idea who proposed that during authentication, the user must click on several locations in an image. Here, the user must click on a sequence of items in the image he sees on his screen in order to create his password. An extension of this idea is the "Passpoint" system developed by Wiedenbeck et al. (2005a Wiedenbeck et al. ( , 2005b Wiedenbeck et al. ( , 2005c . In this implementation, the user is able to make a click at any place on an image, and not only on a certain object, based on the invisible boundaries around each pixel.
Graphical Passwords
In this sub-section, we explore and analyze graphical passwords. Here, the user has to draw his personal design, which will be his secret password, to enter the particular system. More precisely, we examine the DAS (Draw-a-Secret) scheme and its extension which is Multi-grid Passwords.
DAS was proposed by Jermyn and allows the user to draw a simple design on a G × G grid (Jermyn et al., 1999) , which will represent his password. Figure 1 depicts a 3 × 3 grid. The design that was drawn is mapped to a sequence of coordinate pairs, by making a list of the cells through which the drawing passes in the correct order and separated by pen-up events, when the user raises his pen and continues from another point. The list is (1,2), (1,1), (2,1), (2,2), (3,2), pen-up, (2,3), (1,3). Nali and Thorpe (2004) made their own survey and proved that users may draw passwords with predictable characteristics, which means centered or symmetric. These characteristics can reduce very much the password space and help attackers in creating dictionaries (Oorschot and Thorpe, 2005; Thorpe and Oorschot, 2004) . Based on this remark, Birget et al. (2003) referred problems with the DAS scheme because of uncertainty in the clicking regions. Alexiadis et al. (2006) and Chalkias et al. (2006) made an extension to the DAS scheme and proposed "multi-grid passwords", where nested grids are used in the initial one (Figure 2 ). With multi-grid passwords the users are able to create more complicated passwords and more memorable, while they have more points of focus to do their draw. So the user does not need to make his design in the center of the grid or symmetrically. Weiss and Del Luca (2008) proposed PassShapes. In this system users authenticate themselves to a computing system by drawing simple geometric shapes constructed of an arbitrary combination of eight different strokes. Everitt et al. (2009) found that the frequency of access to a graphical password, interference resulting from interleaving access to multiple graphical passwords, and patterns of access while training multiple graphical passwords significantly impact the ease of authenticating using multiple facial graphical passwords. Chiasson et al. (2009) compared the recall of multiple text passwords with recall of multiple click-based graphical passwords. In a one-hour session (short-term), they found that participants in the graphical password condition coped significantly better than those in the text password condition. Similarly, Ozok and Holden (2008) compared alphanumeric and graphical passwords. Johnson and Werner (2008) found that passcodes are more memorable than alphanumeric passwords over extended retention intervals. Finally, various classification systems of graphical passwords were proposed (Hafiz et al., 2008; Por and Lin, 2008) .
Related Work
Since security is a very important issue these days, several researchers have worked on the new authentication methods that we have described, with the aim to compare them with the widely known methods and to determine at what degree they can be accepted by users. Irakleous et al. (2002) revealed that almost all people today use passwords for their every day needs. They found that 59% of the participants have 2 -5 passwords, while about 15% have more that 10. Combining this, with the fact that 65% of them use at least one password daily, helps us understand the importance of password safety. Also, counting the number of successful authentications they found that 70% of the users confirmed successfully their passwords, something that makes more urgent the need for finding new authentication methods.
Tribelhorn (2006) showed that safety is a matter that puzzles many users. Examining the elements that the passwords are comprised of, they found that 58% of users use just numbers, 15% use also other symbols, while 27% have passwords of more than 8 characters, something that reveals that many people try to have at least one password safe, for their most important application. Nevertheless, even though they consider security as a major issue, 65% of them never change their passwords for security reasons. Gaw et al. (2006) worked on security issues in online accounts. Their study indicated that most users have very few unique passwords and far more accounts that are multiplied every day. In order to remember their passwords easily, they reuse their passwords without any transformation, making the whole process really vulnerable to attacks and not secure at all.
All these, lead to the fact that new authentication methods had to be invented, that is visual and graphical passwords. According to Jansen (2004) , visual passwords are not really safe because users tend to select a small number of images. Comparing visual with text passwords, he found that people using 4-6 characters in their text password, select 4 images. Correspondingly, people that use 8-9 characters (a safe enough text password) select 6 images, creating this way a visual password easy to be cracked.
Many applications that are based on the image selection of visual passwords were created. At the same time, many researches were conducted, with the aim to reveal the advantages and drawbacks of each scheme:
• Kim and Kwon (2004) compared the "memorability" of visual passwords with respect to the different theme that the images have. They found that having images of known faces for each user, results to create much more memorable passwords than having images of random faces or landscapes. The amazing thing here is that even if the user selects 15 images with known faces, he is able to remember them in the correct order and login successfully, even after a week.
• Davis et al. (2004) compared the kind of images that men and women select in the Story Scheme. They found that females choose animals twice as often as men did, while males choose women twice as often as females did. Also the theme that females prefer more than others is food, in contrast with males who prefer nature and sports.
• Dhamija and Perrig (2000) worked on the Déjà vu scheme, and revealed that users spend much time to create their portfolio and make a login, especially if they use the random art technique. The positive result here is that after one week, that participants were tested again, users that use PINs and text passwords made more unsuccessful logins, than those that use visual passwords with the random art technique or simple photos. Because visual passwords have drawbacks that make passwords really unsafe, graphical passwords were invented. Wiedenbeck et al. (2005) concluded that graphical passwords are much more timeconsuming than alphanumeric and that until they get used with them, the percentage of unsuccessful logins is bigger. What confirms that graphical passwords is a very good method, is that after some practice, the percentages are reversed, as users create graphical passwords that are more difficult to be cracked than the text ones. Goldberg et al. (2002) further examined graphical passwords. They concluded that many users make drawings that look identical to the original, but do not really match due to stroke order, stroke direction, or the number of strokes. The encouraging thing here is that users have the best results and many of them make successful logins, after some practice. This is confirmed also by the fact that almost 72% of them agreed that this method is easier to remember than the traditional PINs and text passwords. Nali and Thrope (2004) conducted a survey which mainly examines the drawbacks of graphical passwords. The survey showed that 86% of participants drew a centered or approximately centered password, 45% of the passwords were totally symmetric and 29% were invalid. Chalkias et al. (2006) proposed a multi-grid password scheme, comparing the results between nontechnical inclined people with those that were well-informed. They found that 66% of non-technical users and 80% of technical users confirmed correctly their text passwords. In the DAS scheme the results were a bit lower, while the corresponding percentages were 47% and 60%. They also found that 80% of non-technical users and 67% of technical users drew centered drawings. In the multi-grid password scheme that was proposed, the situation is a bit different. The percentages of centered passwords are much lower (46% for non-technical users and 33% for technical users), something that testifies the fact that with the multi-grid scheme participants are able to create more difficult passwords and as a result less vulnerable to attacks.
All these surveys have two basic characteristics that must be referred in order to specify better the aim of our paper. Firstly, each survey is based on a new authentication method that is proposed. As a result, the authors made a comparison of the visual or graphical scheme that they propose, with the text passwords that exist today. Secondly, we have to point out that the number of users that participated in these surveys was very small (up to 40 users, while in most researches there were tested about 20 users), and that all users were up to 25 years old, as the surveys were conducted in schools, universities or colleges. The last two observations may be considered really serious drawbacks, as they may lead to insignificant results statistically.
Our experiment makes an extensive comparison among visual passwords, graphical passwords and the text passwords that are already in use. In our experiment, users created and confirmed their own passwords. Then, they answered to a comprehensive questionnaire. This way, we examined every basic characteristic of all three methods, finding out what are the advantages that each one can offer. Moreover, in our survey, we tried to be more objective, with the aim to have better and more valid results. For this reason 100 users were participated from the age of 18 to 60 years old. Our basic purpose was to inform them about the new authentication methods (visual and graphical passwords), compare them with the text passwords, find the advantages that make them better and mostly determine at what degree our society will be able to change its habits and accept a new different idea.
Methodology

Questionnaire -Applications
In order to conduct our survey, we had to create a comprehensive questionnaire to obtain users' opinion and also make them create their personal passwords.
Our questionnaire is a completely new questionnaire which consists of 23 multiple choice questions and one last question where users can report their personal opinion or whatever they may notice during the whole process. More precisely, the key elements of the information that were collected with the questionnaire are summarized below and are the following:
• what do users plan to remember their passwords • if they change passwords for security reasons, or they use the same password in many applications • what kind of passwords they use (their characteristics) • if they had ever heard about visual and graphical passwords or any other authentication method before • if they are positive in using visual and graphical passwords • what is their opinion about visual and graphical passwords in terms of security level, memorization, friendliness, time-consumption and overall liking.
From the other side, we also simulate on paper, the application where users would be able to create their own text, visual and graphical passwords and confirm them. We did the whole process on paper and not in a computer in order to control more easily the whole process and make it less time consuming, as the number of our participants is quite big and they were located in various places.
Combining the answers of the questionnaire with the personal passwords that users would create and their successful or unsuccessful confirmation, we would find out if users in our country are able to accept the new and safer authentication techniques and change their habits about using text passwords to login a system.
Participants
As we had already referred, 100 people were participated in the survey. Those people already knew the use of PINs and text passwords from their everyday experience. There were included males and females in the age of 18 to 60 years old.
More precisely, the sample included 49 men and 51 women that were divided into 3 categories according to their age: 59 users between 18 and 30 years old, 20 users up to 45 years old, and 21 users between 46 and 60 years old. Younger participants were students or post graduated students in the University of Macedonia (Thessaloniki), in the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and in the ΤΕΙ of Larissa. The elder ones were found in the places that they work. They were teachers in schools and Universities and people that work in public services, in the private sector, in manufactures and factories. All these participants were found in the cities of Thessaloniki and Larissa.
The most encouraging thing was that all persons were willing to participate in the study. This was evident, after introducing them the previous scientific results about the security of these authentication techniques.
What we have to mention here is that it was very hard and time-consuming to find all the users that participated in the survey and especially the elder ones that do not belong in a class. So, the whole process of collecting users' answers took almost three months, as we had to repeat it in schools, Universities and users' workplaces. Especially, in the users' workplaces, we repeated the whole process separately to 3 -4 users, as it was not practical to find more people totally free at the same time.
Procedure
In order to accomplish our experiment and survey, we went through seven stages: 1) lecturing about passwords, 2) passwords' creation, 3) discussion, 4) passwords' confirmation, 5) answering the questionnaire, 6) analysis of passwords' creation and confirmation, and 7) analysis of users' answers.
At the first stage, we gave a short seminar (as many of them were at their work) to the participants about visual and graphical password explaining their main concept, the problems that they solve, what their advantages and disadvantages are, and how a user can create such passwords and login a system.
After understanding all these points, users had to create their own text, visual and graphical passwords. So, each one acquired a piece of paper, just like the one in Figure 3 , where he had to create:
• a text password of more than 4 characters • a visual password of more than 4 pictures in a particular order, by putting numbers in the corresponding picture, and
• a graphical password, by drawing a design in a 5 × 5 grid, going through more than 4 cells. After finishing this process, users spent about two hours before moving to the next stage. During these hours, participants were able to discuss anything they would like about passwords, security and the experiment itself, or get on with their work if they were in their workplace. We introduced this third stage for two reasons. The first reason was to help users place all the queries they had about visual and graphical password, and understand their use and their advantages in comparison to the traditional text passwords. The second reason was to spend some time before password confirmation. So, we engaged their mind with something else, before moving to the next stage.
At the forth stage, users had to confirm correctly the three passwords that they created. So, another piece of paper was given to them. This piece of paper was similar to the previous one but the pictures for the visual passwords were not at the same place as before (Figure 4 ). After trying to confirm their passwords, users proceeded to the fifth stage of the process. At this point all the participants were asked to complete the questionnaire that was given to them in order to determine their personal opinion.
Finally, we analyzed the passwords that were created, their confirmation, and users' answers to the questionnaire. Next, we present the results.
Results
In this section, we present the results of the survey taking into consideration our observations during the experiment in creating, using and confirming text, visual and graphical passwords. We present the results in five categories: 1) problems with PINS and text passwords, 2) alternative authentication methods, 3) comparison among the three methods, 4) successful confirmation, and 5) difficulty of each method.
Problems with PINs and text passwords
In this section we investigate the problems associated with PINs and text passwords which are the authentication techniques that are used today. We begin by examining how many characters people use to create their passwords. 50% of participants indicated that their passwords are comprised of 5-8 characters, 41% of 4 characters, and only 9% of 8 or more characters, which can be considered as a difficult password, hard to be cracked ( Figure 5 ). These results would be characterized satisfactory if the characters were not only numbers. Unfortunately, 49% of the created passwords consist of just numbers (Figure 6 ), something that makes them really vulnerable to an attacker. An encouraging result is that 15% of the participants do not use only numbers to their passwords but also letters and symbols. From those highly cautious users, 74% is under 30 years old, proving that more and more young people understand how important is to have a safe password that is not vulnerable to any attacker (Figure 7 ). Next, we found out that users are afraid of forgetting their passwords and not having any hope to find them again. So, they tried to find out methods that will help them if they face such a situation. Apart from trying to remember their passwords, they share them with other people (7%), write them down (34%), or use something very familiar to them (e.g. special dates, names) (33%) in order not to forget it (Figure 8) . A respectable 78% of the participants tend to use the same or almost the same passwords to different applications (Figure 9 ). So, we can understand how hard is for someone to deal with all these passwords.
In order not to forget or mess up their passwords, users create one password for each application, and 81% of them never change it. However, an unchangeable password is a really vulnerable password to anyone who would try to make an attack. So, researchers tried to find out new easily memorable methods to authenticate a system. Next, we analyze these methods. 
Alternative authentication techniques
Considering the problems presented above, it was inescapable that new alternative methods for authentication were needed. The following five main verification methods are not unknown to the participants (Figure 10 • Iris scanning: biometric identification by scanning the iris of the eye, as the structure of the iris is very distinctive • Smart cards: a card similar to a credit card, but with a small built-in microprocessor that holds information about the cardholder • Digital certificates: an electronic "passport" which is issued by a certification authority, such as Entrust and Verisign. It contains, among others, the name, a serial number, expiration dates and the digital signature of the certification authority, so that the recipient can verify that the certificate is genuine.
These methods are known to the users mostly from movies, as they do not actually use them. Fingerprint verification is the most known method (87%), followed by voice verification (70%), and iris scanning (59%). It is strange that the other two methods, smart cards and digital certificates, are not so widely known despite the fact that they are already in use along with fingerprint verification.
Visual and Graphical Passwords were developed to create safer and more memorable passwords based on the fact that people are able to remember a sequence of images much easier than a sequence of characters. Since these methods were developed during the last years, only 22% of the participants knew visual and graphical passwords, while 78% of them had never heard anything about them.
It is also interesting that among the participants who already knew something about the new methods, nearly 60% are at the age of 18 to 30 years old, and just 18% between 46 and 60 years old (Figure 11 ).
Continuing our survey we present Figure 12 which examines whether users are positive in getting more informed about visual and graphical passwords and use them. It is encouraging that 83% of the participants are positive in using the new methods, and 17% of them are negative or really not very curious in identifying how useful these methods would be.
Finally, Figure 13 proves for one more time that there are no differences between men and women. More than 83% of both sexes are positive in knowing better the new methods. 
Analyzing text, visual and graphical passwords
In this section, we present the preferences of the participants regarding the various parameters of the three authentication methods (i.e. text, visual and graphical passwords). We asked the participants their opinion about the three methods with respect to the following six criteria: 1) easiness of remembering the passwords, 2) security, 3) easiness of understanding and learning how do they work, 4) user friendliness, 5) time consumption, and 6) aesthetics.
Let first examine which method is considered to be the most memorable. Since the users use PINs and text passwords every day, they are accustomed with them. So, they would consider text passwords as the most memorable one. Comparing the two new methods (visual passwords and graphical passwords) between themselves, 57% of the users considered visual passwords more memorable, while 43% considered that graphical passwords are more memorable (Figure 14) . Discriminating between the two sexes (Figure 15 ), both men and women believe that visual passwords are more memorable. As for graphical passwords, more women (45.1%) than men (38.78%) believe that this is more memorable authentication method. Let also examine which of the three authentication methods is considered to be the most secure. After explaining the new methods to the participants, 55% of them understand the advantages of graphical passwords and believed that this is the safest authentication method ( Figure  16 ). However, a considerable percentage (28%) of the participants believe that the safest method is visual passwords, while 17% insists that text passwords do not have any problems and are very safe, ignoring everything that we had referred.
It is worrying that 64.7% of the users who insist that the safest method is text passwords are young people under 30 years old. One reason that they may consider text passwords as the safest method is that when they refer to text passwords they have in their minds their own passwords of more that eight characters, that are comprised of numbers, letters and also symbols. Next, we examine how easy is for someone to learn how the three authentication methods work (Figure 17) . A large percentage of the participants considered really easy to understand and learn how to use the text (93%) and the visual passwords (91%). This percentage is smaller (75%) for the graphical passwords, since graphical passwords require more rules to be followed than the previous two methods. Between the two genders, we can observe that the percentages of women who did not find any difficulties in learning how text and visual passwords are used, are bigger than those of men, while for graphical passwords we have an opposite situation (Figure 18) . Also, based on Figure 19 , we can refer that more difficulties are observed for users over 45 years old and only for the case of graphical passwords, while for the other two methods their percentages are really big. Let also examine how easy is for someone to use the three authentication methods. In Figure 20 , we can see that text passwords are considered as the friendliest method (92%), followed by visual passwords (76%), and lastly by graphical passwords (71%). Thus, we remark that users accept more easily visual than graphical passwords, even though (as we will see later) they can create difficult and memorable graphical passwords, without any effort at all. Regarding the time that a user spends during login (Figure 23 ), most users believe that text passwords are not time-consuming at all (89%). As opposed to this, 46% of the participants believe that both visual and graphical passwords are rather time-consuming, for a different reason in each case. They believe that using visual passwords, a user may be lost in so many pictures and loose time trying to find his pictures even if he remembers his personal password. As for graphical passwords, their opinion does not change, because the user has to make up a personal draw and remember exactly the cells that he has passed through. As far as for the two genders, more women (54.9%) than men (36.73%) believe that graphical passwords is a really time-consuming method ( Figure 24 ). These percentages are reversed in visual passwords (37.25% for women and 55.1% for men), and men are now those who believe that visual passwords waste much of their time. Among the different ages (Figure 25 ), elder users are those who find more time-consuming all three methods. As a result, these percentages about visual and graphical passwords are a bit discouraging, even if users are really positive to change their habits and use them instead of text passwords that are unsafe. Finally, we examine what users think about the aesthetics of each method. According to Figure 26 , most of them prefer aesthetically visual passwords (63%). Graphical passwords follow with a much smaller percentage (25%). Obviously, most users consider that a sum of images, with different themes and colors, is much more impressive than a single draw, or even more than a sequence of characters. If we have a look now on Figure 27 we can see that both visual and graphical passwords impressed more women than men, while the percentages for visual passwords are much bigger. This may be the explanation to the fact that women find the new methods friendlier than men. Examining Figure 28 , we can observe that users from 46 to 60 years old were the ones that were impressed at most by visual passwords (76.19%), while the other percentages are smaller, but bigger than the corresponding percentages of the other two methods. Finally, we must point out that most of the users that prefer text passwords aesthetically (12%) are young people up to 30 years old (67%).
Confirming text, visual and graphical passwords
In this section, we present whether participants confirmed correctly the tree different personal passwords that they had created (Figure 29) .
Almost all participants (97%) confirmed correctly their text passwords. This shows that people nowadays have become very familiar with PINs and text passwords.
A smaller percentage of the participants (86%) confirmed correctly their graphical passwords. We consider this as a good result since graphical passwords is a new method and a bit difficult to them according to their responses. Finally, fewer participants (82%) confirmed correctly their visual passwords. This situation seems to be a bit strange, especially if we consider that 57% of them believe that visual are more memorable than graphical passwords (Figure 14) . From these users the 17.54% did not confirm correctly the visual password that they have made, even if they thought that this method was easier than the graphical. This percentage becomes even worse, if we take into account that most visual passwords consist of 4 or 5 images, a number that makes them really unsafe and vulnerable to attacks. 
Grouping text, visual and graphical passwords based on their difficulty
In this section we classify each password type into three categories, in order to find out what kind of passwords do users chose in terms of the difficulty. So, the three categories are:
• Easy passwords • Medium passwords • Difficult passwords. For this reason we will compute the "full password space", for each one of the three password types. The full password space includes all the combinations that can be performed, using the available elements, if the selection of each element is made randomly. In other words, the process we described is called "brute force attack", as opposed to the "dictionary attack" where automated dictionaries are developed and used.
• Text passwords In order to create a text password we have at our disposal 95 characters (52 letters uppercase and lowercase, 10 numbers and 33 symbols). So, the "full password space" for text passwords is 95 n , where n 4 is the number of the characters in the password. Next, we compute the number of different combinations for various values of n. We approximated the number of characters (95) as a power of 2, with the aim to make much easier the comparison with the other password types. Based on the number of different combinations, our personal knowledge about passwords, and the different opinions from other users and researchers, we classified text passwords into the three categories: i) difficult to be cracked for n ≥ 8, ii) medium difficulty to be cracked for n=6 or 7, iii) easy to be cracked for n ≤ 5.
• Visual passwords
In order to create a visual password in our experiment we can use 8 × 9 = 72 images. So the "full password space" here is 72 n , where n 4 is the number of images selected in the password. As above we will compute the number of combinations for various values of n. Based on the results about the text passwords, we classified visual passwords into the three categories: i) difficult to be cracked for n 8, ii) medium difficulty to be cracked for n=6 or 7, iii) easy to be cracked for n ≤ 5
≥ • Graphical passwords
Finally, to create a graphical password we have 5 × 5 = 25 cells and one pen up event, i.e. 26 different choices. So the "full password space" is 26 n , where n 4 is the number of cells and pen up events to each password. For one more time, we compute the number of combinations for various values of n. Correspondingly, we classified graphical passwords to the three categories: i) difficult to be cracked for n 11, ii) medium difficulty to be cracked for n=8, 9, or 10, iii) easy to be cracked for n 7.
≥ ≤
Having analyzed the full password space for each password type, we will figure out on the difficulty to crack the passwords created by the participants.
Regarding text passwords, many participants (40%) use 8 or more characters in their passwords which correspond to difficult passwords (Figure 30 ). However, 34% of them use 4 or 5 characters, i.e. easy passwords. Figure 31 shows the classification of their text passwords into the three categories. At first look, we would characterize these results quite good in terms of difficulty. However, after examining carefully the text passwords, we found out that 54% of the participants (Figure 32 ) created passwords that are composed of only names, or only numbers and dates. This makes these passwords really predictable. On the other hand, we found that 34% of them use a mix of letters and numbers, and only 13% of them use symbols too.
Examining only difficult text passwords, we found out that 42.5% of them are predictable. So, although 97% of the users successfully confirmed their text password, these passwords were predictable and as a result very vulnerable to attacks.
Investigating the password selection for text passwords, with respect to the gender of the participants (Figure 33 ), we found that more women (39.22%) than men created easy passwords (28.57%). Similarly, more women (41.18%) than men (39.78%) created difficult passwords. However, more men (32.65%) than women (19.61%) created medium difficulty passwords.
Analyzing the text passwords with respect to their ages (Figure 34 ), we found that most people up to 30 years old created difficult passwords (47.46%), while, most people over 30 years old created easy passwords (over 45%). With the purpose to discover if the difficulty of the text passwords that users choose, depends on their sex or age, we used the SPSS statistical software and we made a chi-square test, which had the following results (Figure 35 ): Figure 35 : Chi-test (relationship between the sex or age of the users and the difficulty of the text passwords that they create).
As we can see from the two tests, and the values that are pointed (>0.05), we can conclude at last that there is no relationship between the sex or age of the users and the difficulty of the text passwords that they create.
Continuing, we examine visual passwords following the same method, with the aim to find out if users created safer visual passwords than text. Figure 36 shows the number of images that users have selected in their visual passwords. Then, we can construct Figure 37 which classifies the selected visual passwords into the three categories. Most participants (70%) selected 4 or 5 images into their passwords (in general, the average number of selected images is 5.07), which means that their passwords are considered very easy to be cracked. This is even worse if we think the previous successful and unsuccessful visual confirmations. We can now understand how big is the percentage of users who did not confirmed correctly their visual passwords (18%), as at the same time a great number of those passwords consist of 5 or less images. Comparing men and women (Figure 38 ), we found that more men (77.55%) than women (62.75%) selected easy visual passwords. On the contrary, much more women (37.25%) than men (18.37%) selected medium difficulty visual passwords. Finally, very few men (4.08%) selected difficult visual passwords.
Regarding the ages of the participants (Figure 39 ), we found that easy visual passwords were selected by most participants irrespectively of their age. Higher percentages of older people (80.95%) selected easy password, while more young people (32.20%) selected passwords of medium difficulty. Also, only few young participants (3.39%) selected difficult passwords. According to the two tests, we can see that there is a relationship between users' sex and the difficulty of the visual passwords that they create and no relationship that concerns their age and the corresponding visual passwords.
Finally, we examine the same parameters for graphical passwords. After collecting the passwords that were created by the participants, we calculated the exact number of cells and pen up events that each password had (Figure 41 ). Transforming these to Figure 42 , we found that most people (82%) created graphical passwords that were difficult to be cracked, of more than 11 cells and pen ups. It is also very important that the average number of cells and pen up events is 16.15. This means that even if users were not able to understand it (as they chose visual passwords as the most memorable method, they were able to create more easily really difficult graphical passwords, having a very small percentage of unsuccessful certifications. At the end, analyzing the results with respect to the gender (Figure 44 ) and the age (Figure 45 ) of the participants, we conclude that:
• Both men and women and almost equally, created really difficult graphical passwords, but more women than men created graphical passwords of medium difficulty • Not only young users (86.44%), but even those at the age of over 46 years old (80.95%) were able to create difficult graphical passwords.
Implementing the chi-square test for graphical passwords, we conclude that neither the sex nor their age have relationship with the difficulty of graphical passwords that they create. To make things more clear we present some random samples of graphical passwords that the participants created ( Figure 46 ). As we can observe, the first one (Figure 46a ) is a really easy password, as it has 8 cells and one pen up event. The second one (Figure 46b) is a bit more difficult, and the third and fourth (Figures 46c and 46d) are even more since they have 2 pen ups. The fifth password (Figure 46e ) is a difficult one as it covers 24 cells and has 5 pen up events. The only disadvantage here is that it is symmetrical, which means that it may become a bit vulnerable to attacks that use a dictionary. Finally, the sixth password (Figure 46f ) is the most difficult one as it has 7 pen up events, and has none of the characteristics that could make it easy to be cracked (it is not centered or symmetrical).
(c) Figure 46 : Sample graphical passwords.
Users' remarks
As we have already referred, the questionnaire included one question where each participant was able to report his personal opinion or whatever he wanted about passwords. First of all, we must point out that all users understood that the development of new authentication methods that would be safer than text passwords, was an urgent issue. Those who preferred visual passwords mentioned that they are more memorable, as they can make their personal stories and according to them remember easier the right sequence of the images. From the other side, participants that preferred graphical passwords mentioned one main drawback that visual have: even if they are more attractive at the beginning, they can confuse the user very much if the application has many images and as a result become very time-consuming. Moreover they pointed out that it is very difficult to remember more than 5 images, while in graphical passwords it is much easier to pass through many cells and create a difficult password.
Users also reported that both methods are really good, even for persons who are illiterate, as they do not have to write characters, numbers or symbols, but pick images or draw a design. A very good idea that was proposed from a user about graphical passwords was to put a different color to every cell, in order to remember easier the sequence of cells.
Finally, an issue that bothered some users was the hardware that should be added e.g. a pen for graphical passwords and a touch screen for visual. This should not trouble them. Having this development in technology, in a few years it would be very easy to embed this hardware especially in communal machines, such as ATM, where information security is very important issue.
Conclusions
We implemented this survey with the purpose to compare the proof by knowledge authentication techniques, i.e. text passwords, visual passwords and graphical passwords. A total of 100 users participated in the survey. First, they were informed about visual and graphical passwords and the problems that text passwords have. Then, they created their own text, visual, and graphical passwords and confirmed them. Finally, they answered to a questionnaire.
Based on the passwords that users created and their answers to the questionnaire, we were able to confirm, that users have problems in remembering their passwords and as a result create text passwords that are really predictable and vulnerable to attacks. Moreover, they share them with others, write them down or use something already known to remember them easier. Understanding this situation, almost all users were positive in knowing better and using visual and graphical passwords.
According to their answers, users and especially men remembered visual passwords easier, because they had to remember a sequence of images than a sequence of characters. The problem here was that even if visual passwords impressed users very much, the password space remains the same as in text passwords. In addition, most times users make very easy visual passwords and not safe at all.
The second new authentication method, graphical passwords, proved to be the best one. Even if the users reported that they preferred visual passwords, when they were asked to create their own graphical passwords they created more memorable and safer passwords than those when using the other two methods.
Generally, both new methods were characterized as very friendly from all users, but a bit difficult at the beginning, until they learn how to use them. This characterization was pointed out mostly from elder users, when they referred to graphical passwords. These users also found that both new methods waste more time than the text passwords, but they were positive to learn more about them. Having to their minds that these methods are much safer than the traditional ones, they found out that after practice they become really easy in their implementation.
Future research would repeat this survey in various countries. A cross-cultural comparison could be made regarding all factors considered in this study. For example, Chinese people may have different preferences and results in using text, visual and graphical passwords.
Moreover, referring to visual passwords, it would be a good idea to investigate the proper selection of images that would be included in a visual password application. For example, many users would determine their opinion about the images that they would like to be included in the application and be tested on how well they discriminate and remember these pictures.
